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Notes
The wheel horses have britching, all other have a tug strap and
croup. The wheel horse acts as a brake as well as the ability to
turn the wagon.

Suggested Harness Materials
Bit - Two brass rings connected by a wire.
Hames - Wire or wood, shaped and topped off with a bead.
Collar - Carved on horse or made of leather.
Leather Parts - All other leather parts of harness can be made
from black photo tape cut to size. This tape has one side tacky
so it is easy to keep in place. It can be doubled back on itself to
hold rings, chain, etc. It also can be painted.
Discs - Can be made from pins, cut and driven into the horse to
hold the harness.
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Pole
Pole Chain

Wagon Tongue

A Six Horse Hitch
For an eight or ten or more horse hitch add more horses and
poles as needed.
Each team has a pole except the lead team.
Each team, including the lead team has a set of single and double
trees.
There is one rein for each two horses, each rein dividing into a
fork and crossing over to the opposite horse in each team. At the
place where the reins cross, they pass through a small metal ring.
Each team except the lead team is hitched to the front end of its
pole with pole chains fastened to the collar.
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